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Il l l 

Orthogonall  Bisimulation Equivalence 

WithWith Jan Bergstra andAlban Ponse 

Wee propose a refinement of branching bisimulation equivalence that we call 
orthogonall  bisimulation equivalence. Typically, internal activity (the perfor-
mancee of r-steps) may be compressed, but not completely discarded. Hence, 
aa process with r-steps cannot be equivalent to one without r-steps. Also, we 
presentt a modal characterization of orthogonal bisimulation equivalence. This 
equivalencee is a congruence for ACP extended with abstraction and priority 
operators.. We provide a complete axiomatization, and describe some expres-
sivenesss results. Finally, we present the verification of a PAR protocol that is 
specifiedd with use of priorities. 

1.. Introductio n 

Inn concurrency theory, Milner's observation equivalence as discussed in the 
settingg of CCS (Calculus of Communicating Systems [68], cf. [70, 71]) is a 
standardd example of a branching time behavioral equivalence that deals with 
abstraction.abstraction. Here 'branching time' refers to the fact mat the branching struc-
turee of processes is taken into account, and 'abstraction' refers to a mechanism 
too hide actions that are assumed not to be observable or interesting for some 
otherr reason. In the process algebraic approaches based on ACP (Algebra of 
Communicatingg Processes [15], overviewed in [11, 35]), observation equiva-
lencee is named T -bisimulation equivalence [16], and abstraction boils down to 
renamingg actions into the silent step (or action) T, the occurrences of which 
thenn may be eliminated according to certain axioms. Abstraction is a promi-
nentt feature in process algebra, serving both verification styles and expressive 
power. . 

AA popular and relatively new semantics that deals with abstraction, proposed 
byy van Glabbeek and Weijland in [43], is branching bisimulation equivalence 
(seee also [44]). Branching bisimulation equivalence is a refinement of seman-
ticss such as observation equivalence, delay bisimulation equivalence [69] and 
^-bisimulationn equivalence [8], and can be considered an improvement of these 
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becausee it fully respects the branching structure of processes. In the words of 
[44]:: "in two [branching] bisimilar processes every computation [sequence of 
steps]]  in the one process corresponds to a computation in the other, in such a 
wayy that all intermediate states of these computations correspond as well, due 
too the [branching] bisimulation relation." We recall that in branching bisimilar-
ity,, the axiom 

XX  X = X 

(or,, a.x.x = a.x in a setting with action prefixing a._, such as CCS [68]) is 
claimedd to be at the very heart of abstraction (see [44]). This axiom expresses 
thatt the observational contents of the silent step r in a sequential context xr 
(wee usually omit the symbol  in terms) is totally void. Branching bisimulation 
equivalencee is the behavioral equivalence that characterizes this notion of 'ob-
servationall  contents' in the setting of process algebra (see [41, 44]; we return 
too this point in Section 11). 

Inn this paper we propose a refinement of branching bisimulation equiva-
lence,, called orthogonal bisimulation equivalence, which has the following 
twoo main characteristics. 

 Internal activity, that is, the performance of % -steps, may be compressed, 
butt not completely discarded. 
 Operators that act on the local structure of a process, such as the prior-
ityity operator, are compatible with this semantics and do not require any 
speciall  treatment of x. 

Ourr bisimulation equivalence is called "orthogonal" because it respects the 
dichotomyy between concrete processes [10, 42], that is, processes in which 
noo internal actions occur, and those that contain r-steps: a process without x-
stepss cannot be equivalent to one with r-steps. As a consequence, orthogonal 
bisimilarityy is less abstract than the equivalences discussed above. Below we 
elaboratee on the two characteristics mentioned. 

Lett compression stand for the reduction of finitary internal activity (char-
acterizedd by r-steps) to a single r-step. Compression is valid in orthogonal 
bisimilarity,, and after compression, the presence of a r-step is as decisive as 
thatt of any observable action and indicates the presence of some internal activ-
ity.. For example, 

a{xa{x + xx) 

iss orthogonally bisimilar to its compressed form ax, and both represent the ac-
tionn a followed by some internal activity. Furthermore, neither of these two 
iss orthogonally bisimilar to a. Hence, the axiom x = xx is not sound in or-
thogonall  bisimulation equivalence (its weakened version xxx = xx is sound). 
Typically,, in orthogonal bisimilarity one may abstract from the structure of 
finitaryfinitary internal activity, but not from its presence. This is a major difference 
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withh branching bisimulation equivalence and the coarser (larger, more identi-
fying)) semantics mentioned above. 

Thee priority operator 0 was introduced in [5]. It can for example be used to 
givee priority to interrupts or internal behavior in a process algebra specification 
off  some protocol, or to give lowest priority to the execution of time-outs or 
errorr messages. Essentially, the priority operator is based on a (fixed, partial) 
orderingg on actions, and prevents an action (and its subsequent behavior) to be 
executedd in the case that there is an alternative with a higher priority. Right at 
itss introduction, it was recognized that the priority operator 0 and abstraction 
aree difficult to combine, and a modular approach was advocated for using both 
inn a process algebra verification: first eliminate all occurrences of the priority 
operator,, and then apply abstraction to arrive at a concise characterization of the 
externall  behavior. That the priority operator is not fully compatible with any 
knownn semantics that deals with abstraction,1 is an immediate consequence of 
thee axiom xr — x. The main cause for this problem is that on the term level r 
cann hide alternatives, so that xry can be different from xy in the scope of the 
priorityy operator. For example, assume for actions a, b, c the priority ordering 
aa < {b, c}. Then the process term 0(a \\ bvc), where a \\ bxc represents a 
inn parallel with b followed by r followed by c, defines a behavior in which 
thee action a may be executed before c, a situation that cannot occur in $(a \\ 
be).be). This shows that without special measures, the priority operator is not 
compatiblee with the axiom xr = x. However, orthogonal bisimilarity is a 
congruencee for the priority operator (even in the case that r has a priority). 

Wee now consider the case of divergence, that is, the occurrence of an infinite 
r-path.. In branching bisimulation equivalence, a r-loop may be discarded in 
casee there is an alternative available, which can be explained as a feature: often 
r-loopss result from the abstraction of the occurrence and recovery of an unde-
sirablee event, for example the corruption and retransmission of a data-package 
inn a communication protocol. Discarding such a loop corresponds with the 
assumptionn that it will not be chosen infinitely often (and, following the ex-
ample,, with the assumption that the occurrence and recovery of an undesirable 
eventt may be repeated consecutively only a finite number of times). In pro-
cesss algebra, this assumption is called fairness and it often plays an important 
rolee in verifications. Whereas in branching bisimilarity r-loops can always be 
discarded,, this is not the case in orthogonal bisimilarity. According to the first 
characteristicc above, a r-loop may be discarded only if one of its exits starts 
withh an initial r-step. We also distinguish a second, more restricted variant of 
orthogonall  bisimulation equivalence that preserves divergence in all circum-
stances,, divergence sensitive orthogonal bisimilarity (reminiscent of branching 
bisimulationbisimulation equivalence with explicit divergence as defined in [44]). 

Inn the literature, several solutions for this problem have been proposed, but none of these are 
totallyy satisfactory and generally accepted; we return to this issue in our conclusions in Section 11. 
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Inn the above we informally introduced orthogonal bisimulation equivalence. 
Inn the remainder of this paper we establish its definition (Section 2) and pro-
videe a modal characterization (Section 3). Furthermore, we define the system 
Acporthh m j j e c tj on 4s and w e prove some completeness results in Section 5. 
Thenn in Section 6 we consider the priority operator, and argue that it is com-
patiblee with orthogonal bisimilarity. In Section 7 we introduce some forms of 
iterationn for the description of infinite processes, and we briefly discuss fair-
nesss in the present setting. Section 8 is on expressiveness modulo orthogonal 
bisimilarity.. Section 9 contains an example on expressiveness. Finally, in Sec-
tionn 10 we describe as an example the specification and verification of a PAR 
protocoll  [80] in orthogonal bisimulation equivalence. The paper ends with 
somee remarks and conclusions in Section 11. 

Note.Note. In earlier work [83, 84], orthogonal bisimilarity was defined using a 
constantt i instead of T. We now consider this use of the symbol t obsolete. 

2.. Definition of the Equivalence 

Wee introduce transition systems and some auxiliary notions, and after that or-
thogonall  bisimulation equivalence. We designate its place in the lattice of pro-
cesss equivalences by relating it to strong bisimulation equivalence and branch-
ingg bisimulation equivalence. Finally, we define a variant that is sensitive with 
respectt to diverging silent (r) behavior. 

Wee start with the standard definition of a (labelled) transition system over 
aa set L of labels as a triple (5, L, T), where S is a nonempty set of states and 
T C S x L x S i saa transition relation. A transition ($, a, s') is usually written 
ass s _fL> s' ; state s in this transition is referred to as its source and state s' as 
itss target, or as an (a-)successor of 5. We write s -% if s has an outgoing 
«-transition. . 

AA transition system with termination is a transition system together with a 
predicatee J on its states; a state s with Js is called a termination state. A 
transitionn system with termination has pure termination, or shortly, is pure, if 
itt has a single termination state that has no outgoing transitions. In this case 
wee write «J to denote the single termination state. 

Thee special label r represents a silent action: the execution of r is not ob-
servable.. The silent action is used for the modelling of internal communica-
tions.. For a transition system with r in its set of labels, and for a state s, we 
definee the set of finite r-paths starting in s as the set x-paths{s) that consists 
off  all sequences so .  s„  of states with SQ = s, n > 0, and si —  si+ \ for all 
ii  < n. For a label set L, that may or may not contain r, we write LT for the set 
LU[r}. LU[r}. 

Wee are now ready to define orthogonal bisimulation equivalence of states. 
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Definitionn 2.1. Consider a transition system (5, LT, T) with termination. A 
binaryy relation R on S is an orthogonal bisimulation, if it is symmetric, and 
wheneverr sRr, then 

(i)) if *,/s, then v''-; 
(ii )) if J —  s' for some s' and a ^ T, then r —  r' for some r' with s'/fr'; 

and d 
(iii )) if s-^+s' for some s', then r-^>, and there is a path ro . .. rn € r~paths(r) 

withh n > 0 such that s'Rrn and sflr, for all / < n. 

Statess * and r are orthogonally bisimilar, notation s 0 r, if they are related 
byy some orthogonal bisimulation. 

Forr example, the states in the transition system below are orthogonally 
bisimilarr if, and only if, a = r. 

-OO  * O" 
Ann important observation is that when two states are orthogonally bisimilar 

andd in one a certain action is enabled, then the other can perform this action as 
well,, and this is true for all actions including r. 

Wee defined bisimilarity of states in a single transition system. This can eas-
ilyy be extended to bisimilarity of states in different systems by first taking the 
disjointt union of the systems. The disjoint union of two transition systems is 
obtainedd by taking the disjoint union of the states, the union of the labels and 
thee corresponding disjoint union of the transition and termination relations. 
Finally,, if the two systems have pure termination, then we identify their termi-
nationn states. 

Beloww we prove that orthogonal bisimilarity is indeed an equivalence rela-
tion.. For this proof we use the following lemma, that says that if two states 
aree orthogonally bisimilar, and one has a T-path of length n, then this path is 
matchedd by a r-path in the other state that consists of n consecutive r-paths, 
wheree each of its intermediate states can be related to an appropriate state in 
thee original path: 

Lemmaa 2.1. If R is an orthogonal bisimulation with sRr, and there is a path 
soso .. .sn in r-paths(s)t for some n > 0, then there is, for every i < n, an 
mimi > 0, such that r has a z-path with r^=r  and mn = 0 and 

(i)) for all i <n,rf... /f' e z-paths(rf) and /f' = rf+v 

(ii )) for all i < n, if j < m, or j = 0, then /*ƒ Rst. 

ProofProof Straightforward by induction on n. D 

Theoremm 2.2. Orthogonal bisimilarity is an equivalence relation. 
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Proof.Proof. Consider a transition system with termination. Orthogonal bisimi-
larityy is easily shown to be reflexive and symmetric. We show that it is tran-
sitive:: assuming that sxR'sj and S2R"s3 for orthogonal bimimulations R' and 
R",R", we show that the symmetric relation 

RR = {($, r), (r, s) I exists / such that sR'tR"r] 

iss an orthogonal bisimulation, and thereby that s\ 0 53. Take any pair (s, r) 
fromm R. By definition of R, there is a state t such that either sR't and tR"r, or 
rR'trR't and t R"s. Assume the former; the latter case is symmetric. 

First,, observe that if s is a termination state then also t and thus r are termi-
nationn states. Next, if s can do an a-step with a  ̂ x then it is easy to verify 
thatt r matches this transition appropriately. So, assume that s —  s'. It is 
straightforwardd to verify that r  . Since sR't, the state t matches the r-step 
too s' in zero or more transitions: for some n > 0, there is a sequence tQ...tn in 
x-paths{t)x-paths{t) such that sR'ti for all i < n and s'R'tn. The proof is finished using 
Lemmaa 2.1. D 

Strongg Bisimulation. We compare orthogonal bisimulation equivalence with 
strongg bisimulation equivalence [74] that is defined as follows. Consider a 
transitionn system (5, L, T) with termination. A binary relation R on S is a 
strongstrong bisimulation, if it is symmetric, and whenever sRr, then 

(i)) if s/s, then ,/r; 
(ii )) if s -?+ sf for some a and sr, then r -% r' for some r' with s'Rr'. 

Statess s and r are strongly bisimilar, notation s  r, if they are related by some 
strongg bisimulation. 

Orthogonall  bisimilarity is coarser (or larger) than strong bisimilarity; any 
strongg bisimulation is also an orthogonal bisimulation. We show that for so-
calledd compact states strong bisimilarity and orthogonal bisimilarity coincide. 
AA r-transition is inert, if its source and target are orthogonally bisimilar. A 
statee is compact, if it has no inert outgoing r-transitions, and all its successors 
aree compact. 

Lemmaa 2,3. Ifs and r are compact, then s 0 r implies s  r. 

Proof.Proof. We show that the relation 

RR = {(s, t) I s 0 r and s, r compact} 

iss a strong bisimulation. Clearly, it is symmetric. Take states s and r with 
sRr.sRr. By definition of R there exists an orthogonal bisimulation R' that relates 
ss and r. We distinguish the following cases. First, if y/s then it must be that 
y/r,y/r, because R' is an orthogonal bisimulation. Second, if s can do an a-step 
forr some action a ^ r, then this step is matched directly by an ö-step in r, 
alsoo because R' is an orthogonal bisimulation. Finally, if s has a r-step to s', 
thenn we know that there is a path ro . .. r„  in x-paths{r) such that sR'ri for 
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ii  < n and s'R'rn. It suffices to show that it must be that n = 1. If n = 0, then 
s's' 0 ro. Since s 0 ro and orthogonal bisimilarity is an equivalence relation, 
wee find that s and its successor s' are orthogonally bisimilar, which contradicts 
thee assumption that s is compact. If n > 1, then r and its successor r\ are 
orthogonallyy bisimilar, which contradicts the assumption that r is compact. 
Thiss finishes the proof.

Branchingg Bisimulation. We now turn to branching bisimilarity [44]. This 
equivalencee is the finest (smallest, least identifying) of the process equivalences 
describedd in [39]. Orthogonal bisimilarity is finer than branching bisimilarity, 
andd hence finer than the equivalences in [39]. 

Lett =>  be the reflexive transitive closure of -H». Consider a transition 
systemm (S, LT, T) with termination. A binary relation R on S is a branching 
bisimulation,bisimulation, if it is symmetric, and whenever sRr, then 

(i)) if *Js, then there is an r' with r =>  r' and y/r'; 

(ii )) if s -% s' for some a and s', then either a = r and s'Rr, or r =*  r" 
andd r"  -  ̂ r' for some r", r' with sRr" and s'Rr'. 

Statess s and r are branching bisimilar, notation s  r, if they are related by 
somee branching bisimulation. 

Itt is straightforward to prove that any orthogonal bisimulation is a branching 
bisimulation. . 

Rootedness.. Orthogonal bisimilarity is not a congruence with respect to the 
operationn for alternative composition in process algebra, as can be seen from 
thee following basic example (see Section 4 for the semantics of process terms): 
thee terms r and r r are orthogonally bisimilar, while the terms a + r and a + 
xxxx with a T̂  r are not. As for branching bisimilarity, this problem can be 
overcomee by imposing the root condition defined below. It turns out that rooted 
orthogonall  bisimilarity is a congruence with respect to the process algebraic 
operatorss (we come back to this point in Sections 4, 6, and 12). 

Ann orthogonal (branching) bisimulation R is rooted between states s and r, 
iff  sRr and, for all a e Lx, 

(i)) if s -  ̂ s' for some s', then r - ^ r' for some r' with s'Rr'; 
(ii )) if r -% r' for some r', then s -  ̂ s' for some s' with s'Rr'. 

Statess s and r are rooted orthogonally (branching) bisimilar, notation s I0 r 
(s(s b r), if there is an orthogonal (branching) bisimulation that is rooted 
betweenn s and r. 

Usingg Theorem 2.2 it is straightforward to verify that rooted orthogonal 
bisimilarityy is an equivalence relation. 

Propositionn 2.4. ^ C ^ C ^ Ü W / ^ C ^ C i^rt,, for any transition 
systemsystem with termination. 
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Forr example, the states SQ and 5i in the transition system below are rooted 
orthogonallyy bisimilar to eachother but not to $2, while s\ and 52 are rooted 
branchingg bisimilar. 

TT T r 
SOSO  5 j - *- 52 *- £3 

Thee following lemma is an easy corollary of Lemma 2.3: 

Lemmaa 2.5. If all successors ofs, r are compact, then s ro r implies s  r. 

Divergence.. A state s has r -divergence if there is an infinite r-path starting 
inn s, that is, if there are states 5; with s = SQ and 5,- -H> S,-+I for all i € N. 
Orthogonall  bisimilarity does not always distinguish between states that have 
r-divergencee and states that have not. For example, the states SQ and s\ in 
thee transition system below are (rooted) orthogonally bisimilar, while so has 
TT -divergence and s\ has not. 

^ -- 5o - 51 *  52 ——*~ 53 

However,, infinite r-traces do not always collapse under (rooted) orthogonal 
bisimilarity,, an example being 

rr  ( *  a a r 
^ -- 5o *-  53 -* 52 -« 5i 

wheree 50 &0 s\ and 5o ¥0 S2- This implies that t-divergence is a context-
dependentt phenomenon, and that from a semantic point of view, orthogonal 
bisimilarityy is not optimal. For this reason we define a non-collapsing ver-
sionn for which r-divergence is an invariant: an orthogonal bisimulation R is 
divergencedivergence sensitive, if whenever sRr and 5 has r-divergence, then r has r-
divergence.. States 5 and r are divergence sensitive orthogonally bisimilar, no-
tationn 5 o r, if they are related by a divergence sensitive orthogonal bisim-
ulation.ulation. States 5 and r are rooted divergence sensitive orthogonally bisimilar, 
notationn 5 rdso *", if they are related by a divergence sensitive orthogonal 
bisimulationn that is rooted between s and r. 

Off  course, divergence sensitive orthogonal bisimilarity is strictly finer than 
orthogonall  bisimilarity as such, and the same is true for the rooted versions. 

3.. Modal Characterization 

Wee present a modal logic that characterizes orthogonal bisimulation equiva-
lence:: states in finitely branching transition systems are orthogonally bisimilar 
exactlyy if they satisfy the same formulas. The primitives of the logic may be 
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*00 T n-
v-- s2 S3 -^ 

FIGUREE 1. A transition system. 

consideredd rather standard: transition labels act as existential modal operators, 
andd it has negation, conjunction, and an until operator. Furthermore, there is a 
terminationn predicate and a r-enabledness predicate. 

Givenn a fixed set L of labels not containing T, we define the set C of formulas 
00 by the following grammar: 

00 ::= y | r | a(f> | -.0 | 0 A 0 | 0 U 0, 

wheree a ranges over L. We abbreviate the formula r A ->r as X. Furthermore, 
wee write T for ->1, a for aT, and F0 for T U 0. 

Considerr a transition system over Lz with termination. Truth of a formula 
inn a state s is defined inductively by 

 s \= -J, if <Js, 
 s \= r, i f s —  , 
 * \= a<j>,  if s —  s' and 5' |= 0 for some s', 
 s \= ->0, if not s =̂ 0, 
 5 (=0A0-, i f 5 (=0 and s |= 0-, and 
 ^ (= 0 U 0, if, for some n > 0, there is a .so... sn e r-paths(s) such that 
.s;; |= 0 for all J < n and 5„  f= 0. 

Statess J and r are £-equivalent, notation s ~ r, if, for all formulas 0 in £, 
55 =̂ 0 if and only if r \= 0. 

Considerr for example the transition system in Figure l. Every state in this 
picturee satisfies the formula (Fb) U a. Also, observe that states so and s\ can 
reachh the same states by r-steps, namely 52 and 53. But while s\ satisfies (->b)U 
a,a, this is not true for so. Observe that it is not possible to find a distinguishing 
formulaa for 50 and s\ using the until operator U only in its restricted form as 
thee future operator F. 

Theoremm 3.1. Consider a transition system over Lx with termination. For all 
statesstates s and r, s 0 r implies s ~ r. 

Proof.Proof. By induction on the structure of formulas (using Lemma 2.1). D 

Inn the other direction, the characterization is less general: we have to restrict 
too transition systems that are finitely branching and r-path-image-finite. A 
transitionn system is finitely branching in label a, if all states have finitely many 
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a-successors.. A transition system is r -path-image-finite if for all states s there 
aree finitely many states s' with a path s . .. s' e r-paths(s). 

Wee use the following lemma that is easy to prove: 

Lemmaa 3.2. If R is an orthogonal bisimulation with sRr and s —  s', then 
therethere is a path r0...rn € r-paths(r) with n > 0 such that sRn for all i < n 
andand s'Rrn, and r,- # rj  for al1 distinct i, j < n. 

Theoremm 3.3. Consider a transition system over Lt with termination that is 
T-path-image-finiteT-path-image-finite and finitely branching in every label. For all states s and 
r,r, s ~ r implies s 0

Proof.Proof. We show that ~ is an orthogonal bisimulation. Take any s, r with 
ss ~ r. We find directly that Js if and only if Jr. There are two cases. 

First,, consider the case where state s can do a concrete action step: let 
ss JL+ s' with a # r. Since s \= aT, also r \= aT. So, using that r is finitely 
branchingg in a, for some n > 0, r has «-successors r0,... ,rn. We have to 
showw that, for some i < n, s' ~ r,-. Suppose that, for all i < n, s'  ̂ r,. Then 
theree is, for every i < n, a formula 0,-, such that s' |= <pi and r,- fc£ 0/. Let 
00 = a(0o A  A 0n). We see that s (= 0, whereas r fc£ 0, which contradicts 
thee assumption s ~ r. So r -U r' for some r' with 5' ~ r', which was to be 
demonstrated.. t 

Second,, we consider the case where state 5 can do a silent step: let s —> s' 
forr some state s'. If s' ~ 5 then 5' ~ r since ~ is transitive, and r - A , since 
ss |= T and hence r |= T. So suppose that s' f s. We must show that r can 
matchh this r-step to s' appropriately. Suppose, to the contrary, that it cannot 
(f),, that is, that there is no r0 . .. r„  € r-paths{r) with n > 0 and s ~ r,-, for 
alll  1 < n, and s' ~ r„  and, for all i, j < n, if i ^ ; then r, ^ r/. This last 
conditionn is justified by Lemma 3.2. 

Lett C c r-paths{r) be the set of sequences ro...rn such that 

nn > 0, Vi < n(s ~ r,-), and Vi, j < n(r,- / 0" v J' =

Thee set C is finite because r is r-path-image finite. It is nonempty because 
rr  € C. By assumption (t), we see that, for all r . .. r' e C, there is no r" such 
thatt r ' - U r " and s ' ~ r ". 

Wee define the set C' of extensions of paths in C as follows. 

C'' = { r . . . r ' r " | r . . . r ' € C, r ' - W , r ' V s} 

Thee set C' is finite because C is finite and the transition system is finitely 
branchingg in r. 

Lett x be a formula such that s' \= x and s ^ X  Such a formula x exists, 
becausee s f j ' . I t is straightforward to check that C' must be nonempty, since 
iff  it were empty then r fc£ F x, whereas s (= F x
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Soo write C' = {po,..., pk) for some fc > 0. For all A =r... r, e C' we 
havee that r, / 5 and r, 7̂  5', and hence that there are formulas 4>i» V̂  such 
thatt 5 h 0,-, 5' f= Vo, r, ^ <fc and r, \£ fa. Let (f> = <fo A  A #*  and 
$$ = ^0 A  A ^*- Then J (= 0, s' |= $ and for all i < k, n fc£ 0 and r,- fc£ ̂ -

Wee see directly that 5 (= ^ U ( ^ A X ) . Weshowthatr fc£ 0 U ( ^ A X ) , which 
contradictss the assumption that s ~ r. Suppose that r \= <f>U  (ifr  A / ) , that is, 
thatt there is a r-path ro . .. rn with r = ro and w > 0, such that r„  J= ^ A x 
andd r, ^ 0 for all 1 < n ($). We make the following observations: 

 n > 0, because r fcé x
 r,- ~ J for all ( < n. Suppose not, then assume that j is the smallest 
jj  < n with rj  -f s. Then ro . .. r, € C' and so r, fc£ 0. Contradiction ($). 

 rn'f s, since J tf= X-

Fromm these observations, it follows that ro . .. r„  € C'. Hence r„  ^ t ,̂ which 
yieldss the required contradiction.

Wee end this section with the remark that a modal logic characterizing di-
vergencee sensitive orthogonal bisimulation equivalence is obtained easily by 
extendingg the logic with a predicate that is satisfied by a state if and only if 
itt has T-divergence. The proofs for the corresponding counterparts of Theo-
remm 3.1 and Theorem 3.3 are trivial extensions of the proofs of these. 

4.. Process Algebra 

Wee use process algebra because it provides an elegant notation for transition 
systems,, and allows for axiomatic reasoning. We begin by presenting the ax-
iomm system without abstraction. The axiom system ACP(A, y) [15] consists of 
thee axioms in Table 1. The signature is determined by a finite set of constants 
A,A, the elements of which are called actions, and by a binary partial, commu-
tativee and associative function y on A. The function y defines synchronous 
communicationn between actions. We write a,bfor arbitrary actions. 

Thee signature has a constant 8 g A (deadlock). Furthermore, the signature 
hass binary operators + (alternative composition),  (sequential composition), 11 
(parallell  composition, merge), []_ (left merge), and | (communication merge). 
Itt has a unary renaming operator 9# (encapsulation) for every set H c A. We 
writee As to denote the set A U {8}. We use infix notation for all binary operators, 
andd adopt the binding convention that + binds weakest and  binds strongest. 
Wee suppress , writing xy for x  v. 

Subsystemss of ACP(A, y) are BPA(A) (Basic Process Algebra), which con-
sistss of the axioms A1-A5, and has sequential and alternative composition as 
operators,, and BPAj(A), the extension of BPA(A) with the deadlock process, 
axiomatizedd by the axioms A6 and A7. If £ is any of these axiom systems, 
thenn we write CT(£) for its set of closed terms. 
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TABLEE 1. The axioms of ACP(A, y); a, b e A& and H c A. 

(Al ) ) 
(A2) ) 
(A3) ) 
(A4) ) 
(A5) ) 
(A6) ) 
(A7) ) 

(CM1) ) 
(CM2) ) 
(CM3) ) 
(CM4) ) 
(CM5) ) 
(CM6) ) 
(CM7) ) 
(CM8) ) 
(CM9) ) 

(CF1) ) 
(CF2) ) 

(Dl ) ) 
(D2) ) 
(D3) ) 
(D4) ) 

xx + y = y + x 
xx + (y + z) = (x + y) + z 

XX + X = X 
(x(x + y)z = xz + yz 

(xy)z(xy)z =x(yz) 
xx + 8 = JC 

8x8x = 8 

x\\yx\\y = (x\\_y + y\\_x) + x\y 
aa []_ x = ax 

axax LL v =a{x || y) 
(x(x + y)\]_z=x\]_z + y\]_z 

axax | b = (a | fc)jr 
aa | bx = (a | è)x 

ax\byax\by = (a\b)(x\\y) 
(x(x + y)\z=x\z + y\z 
x\(yx\(y + z)=x\y + x\z 

aa \b = y(a,b) if y (a, b) defined 
aa \b = 8 otherwise 

ddHH(a)=a(a)=a ifagH 
ddHH(a)=8(a)=8 if a € H 

dH(xdH(x + y) = dH(x) + 8H(y) 
dH(xy)dH(xy) = dH(x)dH(y) 

TABLEE 2. Compression axioms; a e A$r and / c A, 

(02) ) 
(03) ) 

(Til ) ) 
(TI2) ) 
(TI3) ) 
(TI4) ) 

xT(yxT(y + z) = x(y + z) if 
x(r(yx(r(y + z) + z) =x(y + z) 

Tj(a)Tj(a) =a 
T{(a)T{(a) = T 

TJ(XTJ(X + y) = Tj(x) + Tf(y) 
Tl(xy)Tl(xy) = Ti(x)T](y) 

TV V == rry, TZ = XXZ 
iff  TV = Try 

ifif  a $1 
ifif  a e I 

Wee give an operational semantics for the presented axiom systems; we de-
finefine transition systems with pure termination where closed terms are states: let 
EE be one of the presented axioms systems, parametrized with action set A, then 
TS(£)) is the transition system 

(CJ(E)U{(CJ(E)U{yy/},A,T), /},A,T), 

wheree J is a fresh symbol and the transition relation T is generated by the tran-
sitionn rules in Table 3. The transition rules are such that the termination state 
y/y/ has no outgoing transitions; hence, the transition system is pure (has pure 
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termination).. Strong bisimilarity is a congruence with respect to all operators 
defined.. All theories presented so far are sound and complete with respect to 
strongg bisimilarity. These are standard results; see, for example, [35]. 

TABLEE 3. Transition rules. 

V V 
VV  X  X X > y/ 

xyxy —  y xy —*  x'y x+y —> y/ y+x —> J 

QQ-+x'-+x'  x-^y/ a#H x-^y a&H 

xx + y-^+x' y + x-Z+x' BHW-Z+J dfi(x) _% QHiy) 

aa i 
XX > y/ 

~~ II  Q M a II O 

*\Ly*\Ly——>y>y x\\y—*y y\\x  y 

aa / 
xx —  JC 

x\l_y-^x>\\yx\l_y-^x>\\y  y \\ x -  ̂ y \\ x' 

^ VV  y—> y/ y(a,b) = c * - % * ' y -  ̂ y' y(a,b) = c 
X\\y—>y/X\\y—>y/ X \ y ^ J X\\y-1+X'\\y>  x \ y -U X' \\ y' 

xx——>>  x' y—> *J y(a,b) = c 

j c | | y - ^ x '' x\y-^x' y\\x-L>x' y | x -U x' 

xx - ^ J agl x -  ̂ y/ ael 

T/(x)-^+y/T/(x)-^+y/ T!(x)-Uy/ 

xx——>>  y a&I x—  y a e l 

xixi (JC) - ^ r/ (y) xj (x) -U xi (y) 

Wee proceed now to extend these axiom systems with the constant z for 
thee silent step and with axioms characterizing orthogonal bisimulation equiv-
alence.. The signature for the axiom system ACP^CA, y) is obtained by ex-
tendingg the signature of ACP(A, y) with the fresh constant r and with a unary 
renamingg operator zj for every set / c A. Let AT =AU(r}  and ASz = A$U{z}. 
Itss axioms are listed in Tables 1 and 2, and we now let a and b range over Asr in 
thee axioms of Table 1. The conditions in the compression axioms 0 1 - 03 are 
off  the form zx = zrx. Such a condition is true for x if and only if the process 
xx does not equal deadlock and all initial actions of x equal r. In the operational 
semantics,, we take AT as the set of transition labels; the silent action is simply 
executedd like the other actions. 
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TABLEE 4. Branching bisimulation axioms. 

(Bl)) xx=x 
(B2)) x(r(y + z) + z) = x(y + z) 

Thee subsystems BPAf^A) and BPA^™(A) are the extensions of BPA(A) 
andd BPAsfA) with r and the compression axioms 0 1 - 0 3. It is straightforward 
too verify that the axioms in Table 2 are sound with respect to rooted orthogonal 
bisimilarity. . 

Theoremm 4.1. Rooted orthogonal bisimilarity is a congruence with respect to 
allall  operators of ACPf^A, y). 

Proof.Proof. See the appendix (Section 12). Ü 

Wee end this section with two separate remarks. 
First,, observe that a closed BPA^fA) term t that is built from r's only, that 

is,, a = x for all subterms a e Ar of t, is derivably equal to exactly one of r, 
r rr and r r + x. This proposition can be proved straightforwardly by induction 
onn the structure of terms; for example, we derive using axioms A3 and 03: 

T(TTT + T) = T(T(T + r) + T) = r (r + T) = TT. 

Second,, rooted branching bisimilarity is axiomatized by the axioms B1 and 
B2,, see Table 4. In Section 2, we have seen that rooted branching bisimilarity 
iss a coarser equivalence than rooted orthogonal bisimilarity. This is reflected 
inn the strength of the axioms: it is straightforward to show that 

Bll  + B2 h 01 + 02 + 03 and Bl + 03 h B2. 

5.. Completeness 

Wee prove completeness of the axiom system BPA^(A), that is, we prove that 
anyy two rooted orthogonally bisimilar closed terms are derivably equal. The 
prooff  is based on Lemma 2.5 and the completeness of BPA,s(A) with respect 
too strong bisimulation: we show that terms are derivably equal to terms with 
onlyy compact successors, and for these terms strong bisimilarity coincides with 
rootedd orthogonal bisimilarity. The completeness of BPA^CA) (without dead-
lock)) can be proved similarly; this proof is omitted. We state that BPA^(A) 
iss a conservative extension of BPA^tA). 

Thee completeness of ACP^rth(A, y) follows as an easy corollary from the 
completenesss of BPAf^(A), since the operations for parallelism can easily be 
eliminatedd from terms: every closed ACP^tA, y) term is derivably equal to 
aa closed BPA^J^A) term. This elimination result is standard for ACP, and 
carriess over to its orthogonal variant directly, as the special status of x as an 
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actionn does not interfere with the elimination. We state that A C P ^ A, y) is a 
conservativee extension of BPA^tA). 

Inn the completeness proof we assume that terms are written as basic terms, 
thatt are defined inductively as follows. 

Definitionn 5.1. Let A be the set of action symbols. Then: 
(i)) The elements of A$T are basic terms, 

(ii )) If a e A r, and / is a basic term, then a  t is a basic term. 
(iii )) If t and u are basic terms, then t + u is a basic term. 

Wee use the notation £,- f, to describe an alternative composition of pro-
cessess tj, where the parameter i ranges over some finite set of indices. (Recall 
thatt alternative composition is commutative and associative.) We use the con-
ventionn that J2ie®r» =  Every basic term can, modulo axioms Al , A2 and 
A6,, be written as 

wheree the ?, are basic terms and a\, aj € A r . 

Lemmaa 5.1. Every closed BPA^(A) term is derivably equal to a basic term. 

Proof.Proof. Standard and thus omitted.

Lemmaa 5.2. Ift = J^iei th for some nonempty finite set I, then xt = xxt. 

Proof.Proof. Using induction on 11 | and axioms 01 and 02. D 

Lemmaa 5.3. If t = £ / e /
 Tt' + l' for some nonempty finite index set I, with U 

compactcompact and t Q t{ for all i in I, then t = xt{ -f-1' for any i in I. 

ProofProof Take any i and j from I. Since orthogonal bisimilarity is an equiv-
alence,, we have f, 0tj. Since t(,tj are compact, we have by Lemma 2.3 that 
titi  tj. By the completeness of BPAa with respect to strong bisimilarity we 
getget ti = tj. The required identity follows by axiom A3. D 

Lemmaa 5.4. Every closed BPA^(A) term is derivably equal to a basic term 
thatthat has only compact successors. 

ProofProof Take any closed term t. By Lemma 5.1 we may assume that t is 
aa basic term. We apply induction on the structure of t. lit  = S, then it has 
noo successors. If t € AT, then its only successor is „/,  which is compact. If 
tt = t' +1" , then the proof is immediate using the induction hypothesis. 

Soo assume that t = at'. We have by induction hypothesis that t' = u for 
somee basic term u with compact successors. The term u has a compact part and 
ann inert part; the term u is, modulo Al , A2 and A6 of the form £ -e / xu( +uc, 
where e 

j€Jj€J keK 
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uu o ui for all i in /; a, G AT and M <£0 «,- for all j in 7; ak e AT for all £ in 

Thee processes u, and H7*  are compact. We show that au is derivably equal 
too a term with compact successors. Take any i from I (if ƒ = 0, then w itself is 
compact).. By Lemma 5.3, we find u = TM, + uc. 

Wee know that «, is compact and that u 0 ut. From these two facts, 
itit  is straightforward to verify that u,- must be a summation consisting of the 
followingg summands. 

(i)) For every k in K, one or more summands a*. By axiom A3, we may 
assumee that there is exactly one summand ak for every k in K. 

(ii )) For every j in / , one or more summands ÜJU'J with Uj Q u'-. By 
Lemmaa 2.3 and the completeness of BPAs, we have that u'- = Uj for all 
u'-.u'-. By these identities and by axiom A3, we may assume that there is 
exactlyy one summand ÜJUJ for every j in J. 

(iii )) For every / in some finite index set L, a summand r«/, with ui ^ 0 "/
Wee assume that L is nonempty; if it is not, then infer from 0 m and 
thee fact that u has a r -transition (to «,-) that there must be a j in J with 
ayy = T. In this case use axiom A3 to double a summand ctjiij  with such 
aa 7, thereby producing a summand rw/. 

Finally,, we get that«,- = J2ieL TUi + "c-
Combiningg « = zui+uc, Lemma 5.2 and axiom 03, we find that au = aui, 

wheree the right-hand side has compact successors.

Theoremm 5.5. The system BPA^(A) is complete with respect to rooted or-
thogonalthogonal bisimilarity, that is, any two closed terms that are rooted orthogonally 
bisimilar,bisimilar, are derivably equal. 

Proof.Proof. Take any two rooted orthogonally bisimilar closed terms. By sound-
nesss and by Lemma 5.4 we may assume that all successors of these terms are 
compact.. By Lemma 2.5 we have that they are strongly bisimilar. Derivability 
followss from the fact that BPA3(A) is complete with respect to strong bisimi-
larity.. ^ 

Corollar yy 5.6. The system ACIf rth(A, y) is complete with respect to rooted 
orthogonalorthogonal bisimilarity. 

6.. Prioritie s 

Wee extend the axiom system ACP^rth(A,y) with the priority operator 0, intro-
ducedd in ACP in [5]. Parameter of this operator is a partial ordering < on the 
sett A r of actions (we write a < b or b > a if a < b and a # b). If, for example, 
thee priority ordering is given by a > b and a > c, then action a has priority 
overr b and over c. In this case we find that 6 (a + b) = a and 0{b + c) = b + c. 
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TABLEE 5. Transition rules for the priority operator. 

9(x)9(x) -U V 0(x) - ^ G(x') 

xx —> y/  > a. y —» x  x'  > a. y —+ 

xx < y —>  V x < y —  x' 

Thee priority operator can be used to model interrupts in a distributed system; it 
iss used as such in the specification of a PAR protocol in Section 10. 

Thee transition rules for the priority operator are in Table 5. For the axiom-
atizationn of the priority operator, we need the auxiliary operator <. A process 
xx < y behaves as the part of JC that has initial actions that do not have an initial 
actionn with higher priority in y. The axioms are in Table 6. 

Wee give an example derivation. Suppose that a > b. Then: 

66 (ax + by) = e (ax) < by + 0(by) < ax 

==  (a<b)- 0(x) + (b<a)- 0(y) 

==  a  0(x) + S 

==  a-0(x). 

Forr another example, let the priority ordering by given by c < b. Consider 
termss t = a(r(b+c)+c) and u =a(b+c). These processes are rooted branch-
ingg bisimilar, and hence identified by all process equivalences in [39]. Observe 
thatt none of these equivalences identifies 0(f) = a(rb+c) md0(u) = ab. We 
concludee that, in the setting with r, the priority operator is not a congruence for 
thee abstract process equivalences in [39], Also observe the following: process 
tt evolves into the process x(b + c) + c by the execution of action a. The latter 
processs has a direct option to execute c, and a blind option to execute b; the r 
iss hiding the option for b. In orthogonal bisimulation equivalence, a nondirect 
optionn can never become direct: orthogonally bisimilar processes have exactly 
thee same direct options. 

Inn Section 12 it is proved that rooted orthogonal bisimilarity is a congruence 
withh respect to the priority operator in the setting with r. We state without 
prooff  that the priority axioms are sound and that A C P ^ V A , y) is a conserva-
tivee extension of ACP^rth(A, y). Completeness follows from the fact that the 
priorityy operator can be eliminated from terms, which is easy to verify. 

Note.Note. Various ways for dealing with the priority operators in abstract seman-
ticss have been proposed. A first, classical approach is to eliminate all priority 
operatorss before applying abstraction. Another approach was advocated by Bol 
andd Groote in [29], where the unless operator is equipped with a "look-ahead" 
facilityy for r-steps. Both these approaches are not fully general, in the sense 
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TABLEE 6. Priority axioms; a,b e A&z. 

(PI) ) 
(P2) ) 
(P3) ) 
(P4) ) 
(P5) ) 
(P6) ) 

(THl) ) 
(TH2) ) 

( T H 3) ) 

aa < b = a ifa-^b 
aa <3 b = 8 ifa<b 

xx < yz=x < y 
xx <(y + z) = (x < y) < z 

xyxy < z = (x < z)y 
(x(x + y)<z = x<z + y<z 

6(a)6(a) = a 
0(xy)=0(x)e(y) 0(xy)=0(x)e(y) 

e(xe(x + y) = 6(x) <y + 0(y)<ix 

thatt they do not admit that r (freely) enters the priority ordering. Although it 
mayy in some cases be questionable whether r should be given a priority, this 
iss not in any technical sense problematic. This last fact can be characterized 
ass follows: assume that ƒ is a set of internal actions, all of which have the 
samee priority as r. Then we have that 77 and 9 commute modulo orthogonal 
bisimilarity: : 

99 o r/(jc) = xi o9(x), 

whichh is the strongest commutation result that can be expected. 

7.. Recursion Operators and Fairness 

Inn process algebra, potentially infinite behaviors are usually characterized by 
meanss of recursive equations. As an example, the equation 

xx = ax 

characterizescharacterizes the process that can perform an infinite sequence of a-steps only, 
andd so do the equations v = ayb and z = aaz (and many more). Recently, 
aa different approach to the specification of such behaviors attracted attention, 
namelyy the use of recursion operators [12, 19]. As the most basic of these we 
considerr the binary Kleene star operator *, defined by 

x*yx*y = x(x*y) + y. 

Forr example, a*8 expresses the process mentioned above, and so does (aa)*8. 
Wee adopt the convention that  and * bind equally strong. 

Inn the setting of BPA, axioms for the * are BKS1-BKS3 from Table 7. If E 
iss any of the axiom systems discussed in the previous sections, we write E* for 
itss extension with the appropriate axioms on the binary Kleene star. In [36] it is 
shownn that BPA*(A) axiomatizes bisimilarity over that signature. The system 
ACP*(A,, y) is defined by adding the axioms BKS1-BKS4. In the setting 
withh r and the binary Kleene star, the system BPA^* is defined by extending 
BPA*(A)) with the axioms 0 1 - 03 (see Table 2) and the axioms 04 and 05 
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TABLEE 7. The binary Kleene star axioms. 

(BKS1) ) 
(BKS2) ) 
(BKS3) ) 
(BKS4) ) 
(BKS5) ) 

(04) ) 
(05) ) *( ( ( 

x*yx*y = x(x*y) + y 
x*(yz)x*(yz) = (x*y)z 

(x(x + y)*z = x*(y«x + y)*z) + z) 
ddHH(x*y)(x*y) = dH(x)*dH(y) 
ri(x*y)ri(x*y)  = Ti(x)*xj(y) 

x((rx)*y)x((rx)*y) = x(r*y) ifry 
rr  + TT)*y) = x((TT)*y) 

TABLEE 8. Transition rules for binary Kleene star and push-down. 

* — ^ ^ 
** o * 

xx y —  x*y 

aa i a t 

yy  v y—>y 
**  a I ale O i 

x*yx*y——>J>J x*y—> y' aa i xx —  < / 

xx%y%y —  (x^;y)(;c*y) 

givenn in Table 7 below. Note that these last two axioms are easily proved valid 
inn orthogonal bisimulation equivalence. Finally, the system ACPfrth*(A , y) is 
dennedd by adding all axioms from Table 7 to ACE™* (A, y). 

Thee transition rules for * are as expected, and given in Table 8. Observe 
thatt each closed term over one of the systems with * has finitely many sub-
states,, where substates are those terms that can be reached by transitions. This 
revealss the limited expressiveness of the above-mentioned systems with the 
binaryy Kleene star: only finite state processes are definable. This restriction 
cann be relaxed by adding the push-down operator ($, see [19]), defined by the 
axiom m 

xx$y$y _ x((xiy)(xiy)) + v. 

Wee write Es for the inclusion of the push-down axiom in axiom system E. The 
transitionn rules are as expected, and given in Table 8. 

Withh the push-down operator also non-regular processes can de defined. A 
typicall  example is the term R given by 

RR = (succ(succ* pred) + zero)* exit. 

Thiss term can be recognized as a definition of a register, modelling a memory 
locationn for a natural number with unbounded capacity and restricted access 
byy a successor action, a predecessor action, a zero test action, and an exit or 

aa t 
XX > X 

x*yx*y -^U x'(x*y) 

aa ^ i 
yy  v 

XX%y%y _£*  J 

XX — > X 

y-y-

xx$y $y 
^y' ^y' 

aa / 

xx$y$y ». jt'((x$)>)(jt$y) ) 
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succsucc succ succ 
zerozero {  T ___̂  .—-—-*. —-—*-

RR (succ$pred)R (succ^pred) R ^ ___ 
.. I pred pred pred 

exitexit J 

FIGUREE 2. The register process. 

terminationn action. A graphical representation of the process R is given in 
Figuree 2. Observe that a register holding value n is modelled by the process 

R(n)R(n) = (succ$pred)nR. 

Inn ACP*S registers can synchronize with terms representing register ma-
chinee programs. As an example, let 

HH = {a, a' | a = succ, pred, zero, exit} 

andd Y(a, a') = i for a = succ, pred, zero, exit. Then termination of a register 
holdingg value n can be described by 

ddHH ({pred')*exit'  x \\ R(n)) = in+l  dH(x). 

Forr indexed registers Ri and R2, transfer of the value of R\ to R2 is described 
by y 

33HH {(pred[  succ2)*zero\  x \\ R\(n) \\ Riijri)) , 

wheree the communication function and the set H are appropriately adjusted to 
thee indexing of the register actions. It is not difficult to derive that this term is 
equall  to 

ii 2n+l2n+l-d-dHH(x\\R(x\\R]] (0)\\R(0)\\R22(n(n + m)). 

Inn the following section we return to the issue of expressivity, and we shall use 
registerr machine computation in a style as suggested above. 

Inn settings with 8, there are no finite equational axiomatizations of the binary 
Kleenee star operator. Therefore we provide the following adaptation of RSP, 
thee Recursive Specification Principle: 

(RSP*)) If JC = yx + z and 8A(y) = 8, then*  = v*z. 

Heree the second condition acts as a guardedness restriction: it excludes terms 
withh an initial r action. For example, we cannot infer rra = T*<5, although 
rrarra  = rrra + Sis, valid. For the push-down operator there is a similar adap-
tationn of RSP [19, 22], but we shall not use it. 
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Fairness.Fairness. Due to the character and common use of T, one may want to ab-
stractt from infinite sequences or loops consisting only of r-steps. Depending 
onn the kind of process semantics one wants to use, different solutions have been 
found.. In the case of rooted branching bisimulation equivalence, a particular 
solutionn is provided by 

(FIR?)) T(r** ) = TX, 

wheree FIR abbreviates Fair Iteration Rule. In the setting of rooted orthogonal 
bisimulationn equivalence, we have the 'fairness axioms' given in Table 9. (If 
wee consider processes modulo rooted divergence sensitive orthogonal bisimi-
larity,, then of course the axioms OFIR1 and OFIR2 are no longer valid.) In 
Sectionn 10 we provide a protocol verification in which fairness is used. 

TABLEE 9. Fairness axioms. 

(OFIR1)) x(T*(y + rz)) = x(y + Tz) 
(OFIR2)) x(x*(y + T)) = x(y + r) 

8.. Expressiveness 

Inn this section we consider some basic expressiveness questions: which sort of 
transitionn systems can be expressed in which of the axiom systems discussed 
before?? To handle these questions we restrict to transition systems that have 
puree termination, or shortly, that are pure: transitions systems with a (single) 
terminationn state */ not having outgoing transitions, and with at least one other 
statee (different from *J, see Section 4). Expressing a pure transition system 
TT up to some behavioral equivalence ~ in axiom system E comes down to 
showingg that for each state s in T different from y/ there is a term t over E 
satisfyingg s ~ t. 

InIn [6], Baeten, Bergstra and Klop proved the following basic expressiveness 
result:: each recursive pure transition system (or 'process graph') can be ex-
pressedd up to rooted T-bisimilarity in ACP with abstraction and finite, guarded 
recursiverecursive specifications. Furthermore, these authors showed that abstraction is 
necessaryy for this result. Here a recursive transition system is one that has a 
recursiverecursive set of states, a finite set of labels, and a transition relation that can be 
characterizedd by a recursive function (describing for each state its finite num-
berr of transitions in terms of an appropriate encoding). The proof of this ex-
pressivenesss result carries over to branching bisimulation equivalence, but not 
too any of the orthogonal bisimulation equivalences defined in this paper. The 
mainn reason for this mismatch is the role of the law x = xz. To study expres-
sivenesss questions in the setting of orthogonal bisimilarity, it therefore seems 
reasonablee to enrich transition systems with r 's in the following way: given a 
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transitionn system T = (S, L, T), its sequential z-saturation Tz is denned by 
(S(STT,, LT,TT) where 

 ST = [s, sT | s e S] (and s & S implies sT g S), 
 LT = LU{r}, 
 Tz = [s - A tT, tT - ^ t \s -% t e T). 

Wee view binary Kleene star and push-down as a modern alternative to the 
so-calledd finite guarded recursive specifications as used in the expressiveness 
resultt in [6]. First, we prove in detail that we can express the sequential T-
saturationn of any finite pure transition system with labels in L c A up to rooted 
divergencee sensitive orthogonal bisimulation equivalence in ACI^>rth*(A , y), 
providedd A is sufficiently large. Next, we argue that any recursive pure transi-
tionn system with finite label set L c A and bounded fan-out can be expressed 
inn ACP^rth* s(A, y) up to rooted orthogonal bisimulation equivalence, for a suit-
able,, finite set A of actions. 

Theoremm 8.1. For each finite pure transition system T with finite label set L 
notnot containing x, there is a finite extension A of L such that TT can be ex-
pressedpressed up to rooted divergence sensitive orthogonal bisimulation equivalence 
inin ACF̂  (A, y), using only handshaking over A \ L, and either * or $. 

Proof.Proof. Assume that X has states {>/, X\,..., Xn]  for some n > 0. Then, 
forr every j with 0 < j < n, Xj Xj can be characterized by 

n n 

k=l k=l 

withh ccj\k and fy finite sums of actions or S in the following way: for each tran-
sitionn Xj —> Xk there is a summand a in otj  ̂and for each transition Xj —> +J 
theree is a summand b in fy, and conversely, each summand of ctj  ̂and fij  is 
associatedd with a transition. If there are no transitions with source Xj and tar-
gett Xk (V)> tnen aj,k  respectively) equals 8. As a consequence, TT can be 
characterizedd by 

n n 

XjXj =^2ctjtkTXk + PjT. 
k=l k=l 

Wee define process terms that mimiek the transitions of TT. Let A be the 
extensionn of L with the following 2« + 3 fresh actions: 

i,, and ri,si (/ = 0, 1 , . . ., n). 
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Lett y(n,si) = i be the only communications defined (handshaking). As to 
providee some intuition, these actions model the following behavior: 

5oo : order termination, 

roo : receive the order to terminate, 

stst : (/ > 0) instruct the Ith process to start, and 

// : (/ > 0) read instruction to start the /th process. 

Lett H = {n, si | / = 0, 1 «}, and, for j = 1 n, 
n n 

FFJJ =J2aJ>kSk+Pj-
k=\ k=\ 

Inn the case of *, consider the following process terms: 
nn n 

GG = (J>F*)%) , K = ( £ W*> -
*= ll  Jt=i 

Wee derive: 

ddHH{FjG{FjG  \\K) = 9H(( J2"k=l <*J* skG + PjG) || K) 

==  H"k=l «M ' *H{skG \\K) + Pj- dH(G || K) 

== L L i «M ' '  *  a»(G || * * ) + /J,  Ï 

== *  *' '  d"^ G n * ) + #  »
Consequently,, for ; = 1,. . . ,«, the process T{J) O 3H(FJG \\ K) satisfies the 
identitiess for state Xj up to rooted divergence sensitive orthogonal bisimilarity. 
Hence,, TT can be expressed in ACP^>rth*(A , y): for each state Xj of 7̂  we have 

Xjt+TdsoTmodHiFjGUK) Xjt+TdsoTmodHiFjGUK) 

inn TSCACIf^^A, y)) U TT (with single termination state V). 
Inn the case of $, consider process terms 

«« n 

MM = (^nFk)**), N = (J2rksk)*r 0. 
k=\k=\ j=\ 

Then n 

XXjj ldsoldsoxx[i)[i) ododHH{FjM\\N) {FjM\\N) 

forr each j — 1 , . . ., n. This can be shown along the same lines, using a denu-
merablee infinity of copies of the transitions of Tr: let / range over the naturals 
andd consider 

n n 

ry(/)) = £ a / . t r y j t ( / + l) + 0;r. 
k=\ k=\ 
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Clearly,, Xj rdso Yj(l) for each state Xj of Tz and each value of /. So it 
sufficess to show that also 

Wee show this by first omitting the -q,^-application: 

ddHH(Fj(Fj  Mk+l || Nk+]) = ^ = i aj,k  BH(skM
k+l \\ Nk+l) 

++  Pj.dH(Mk+l\\Nk+l) 

== E I = 1 <*j* l  d»wk+] i i S k N k + 2 ) +& ik+l 

== £! i *M f2 a" (F*  M * + 21' " * + 2 ) + # ik+l -
Hence,, applying T{rj and axiom 0 1, we find for each k that 

TT{i]{i] ododHH(Fj-M(Fj-M k+lk+l \\N\\Nk+lk+l )) = 

J2lJ2l=l=l «,.**  r„- , o dH(Fk  Mk+2 || ^ + 2 ) + fa, 

whichh shows that T{/ ) O dH(Fj  M* +1 11 Nk+l) rdSo ^(*)

Thee above result shows that each regular process can be defined modulo 
sequentiall  r-saturation and rooted divergence sensitive orthogonal bisimilar-
ityy in ACP°rth(A, y), provided we adopt (at least) one of * and $, and A is 
sufficientlyy large (but finite). For non-regular, computable processes (that is, 
processess that can be characterized by a recursive pure transition system) we 
havee the following expressiveness result: the sequential T-saturation of a recur-
sivee pure transition system with (finite) label set L c A and bounded fan-out 
cann be expressed in ACP?rth*$(A, y) and ACPT

orths(A, y) up to rooted diver-
gencee sensitive orthogonal bisimulation equivalence, provided A is sufficiently 
large.. For example, one can express the sequential r-saturation of a stack over 
aa finite data type using the approach in [19]. 

Wee sketch a proof of the expressibility of pure recursive transition systems 
withh bounded fan-out. An example is given in Section 9. This proof is based 
onn a characterization of register machine computations (see, for example, [72]) 
inn process algebra (a detailed explanation can be found in [22]). Recall the 
straightforwardd representation of registers presented in the previous section. 
Furthermore,, each register machine program has a straightforward representa-
tionn in BPA*(A). It easily follows that each (unary) recursive function ƒ can 
bee 'implemented' in ACP*S(A, y) in the following sense: let P represent in 
BPA*(A)) a register machine program that computes ƒ using three registers. 
Thenn there is a context Con[_](«) where n refers to a register value such that 

^^ r„  „ v. \ig(n)-Con[x](f(n)) if ƒ («) is defined, 

\i*8\i*8  otherwise. 
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Heree g is a computable function defined on the domain of ƒ, and the /-steps 
resultt from communications between the registers and the program. Further-
more,, Con[_](n) can be extended to Con[_](n i , . . ., nk) for the computation of 
kk > I computable functions in a sequential fashion: 

Con[P]]  Pkx](n, 0 0)  /*' (n)  Con[jc](/i(«), - . ., ƒ*(«)) 

iff  each ƒ) is defined on n, and computed by register machine program P,. 
Noww let T = (5, L, T) be a recursive pure transition system with S a set of 

naturalsnaturals containing 0 and fan-out bounded by m. The state 0 is the termination 
statee (so y/ = 0).2 With the above implementation scheme at hand, it is not 
hardd to express the sequential r-saturation of T up to rooted divergence sen-
sitivee orthogonal bisimilarity in ACP?rth* $(A, y). A possible approach is the 
following.. Given some state, let its menu be a characterization of the labels of 
alll  its outgoing transitions or its termination status (that is, no outgoing transi-
tionss and either successful termination or deadlock). If a state has at least one 
outgoingg transition, then its menu is a list a\ ak, with 1 < k < m, of labels 
off  its outgoing transitions. The ordering of these labels is arbitrary but fixed: 
forr every multiset of labels there is at most one menu. Fix an enumeration of 
thesee menus, such that menu number 0 stands for successful termination and 1 
standss for deadlock. 

Lett furthermore the transition relation T be characterized by (w + 1)-tuples 
fetchingg all outgoing transitions (at most m): a state s yields the map 

( j , 0 , . . . , 0 ) h**  (si,...,sm+i), 

wheree sj: = 0 for 1 < j < m + 1 if s = 0, and otherwise 

 sm+\ gives the menu number of s, and 
 Sj for 1 < j < m is the target associated with source s and the jth label 
off  menu sm+]  if such a transition is present, and 0 otherwise. 

Byy the recursiveness of T, the above m + 1 functions that define (-  can be 
computedd by some register program P, thus 

Con[/>*](* ,, 0 , . . ., 0) -U- Con[jc]($i, . . ., sm+]), 

wheree —^ is the transitive closure of —U-. 
Furthermore,, it is straightforward to define a process term M that interprets 

thee menu 5m+i in the following way: 

Con[Mx](sCon[Mx](suu , sm, sm+i) - V 

Con[8x](si,...,sCon[8x](si,...,smm,Q),Q) if sm+i = 1, 
C o n[£>=ll  ajFjx](s\,..., sm, 0) if sm+i > 1. 

22 Note: in [22] the number 0 was reserved for the deadlock state. Here the choice to let 0 stand 
forr successful termination allows a more elegant presentation. 
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(Inn case sm+\ = 0, the process M blocks.) Here the a, 's and k are prescribed by 
thee menu and F, is a process that transfers Sj to the first position, and empties 
alll  other registers. It follows that the full computation of all transitions from s 
iss captured by 

Con[PO](s,0, . . . ,0), , 

where e 

QQ = (MP)*exiSm+lE. 

Thee exit action synchronizes with the termination action exitm+i  of the menu 
registerr in case it holds value 0, and E terminates all remaining processes. 
Finally,, applying TJ,J we can express Tz up to rooted divergence sensitive or-
thogonall  bisimilarity: for each s € S c 5T \ {J} it follows that if s has menu 
a\a\ ak then it has transitions 

SS - A (Sj)r - ^  Sj 

forr 1 < j < k, and 

k k 

ss rdso T{i] (Con[£ajFjPQ](si, . . . , $ * , . . ., sm,0)) 
j=\ j=\ 

(wheree s/ = 0 for it < / < m) in the combined transition system. In the case 
thatt 5 has no transitions, it holds that s rdso 5. In the next section we provide 
ann example. 

Followingg the proof of Theorem 8.1 above, it is straightforward how this 
approachh should be adapted to ACPf^tA, y) (thus, without *, cf. the related 
resultss in [19, 22]). The above can be summarized as follows: 

Theoremm 8.2. For each recursive pure transition system T with finite label 
setset L not containing x and bounded fan-out, there is a finite extension A of 
LL such that % can be expressed up to rooted divergence sensitive orthogonal 
bisimulationbisimulation equivalence in A C P ^ A, y), using only handshaking over A \ L, 
andand either $, or both * and %. 

Wee note that for each term over ACP?1***^ , y) or ACPf^iA, y), its fan-
outt and that of all its substates is bounded by its complexity. This implies that 
aa stronger expresiveness result is not possible. An essential unbounded fan-out 
(i.e.,, each bisimilar system also has an unbouded fan-out) is not expressible by 
aa (unitary) process term. 

9.. Expressiveness: Illustratio n 

Inn this section, we give an example of the expression of (the sequential r-
saturationn of) transition systems using register-machine based processes, as 
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M M 

pred^pred  ̂ I 

pred^ pred^ 

pn>c?pn>c?3 3 

pred^ pred^ 

pred'y pred'y 

prect^ prect^ 

- *  & 

aF\ aF\ 

bFx bFx 

 aF\ +aF2 

? 3 3 

—*-- aF\ +bF2 

 bF\ + bF2 

FIGUREE 3. The menu process M. 

presentedd in Section 8. We consider the case of recursive pure transition sys-
temss over label set [a, b), and with fan-out of at most two. The states are 
naturalss and 0 is the termination state (so J = 0). As an example we shall find 
aa process algebraic expression for the state 9 in the sequential r-saturation of 
thee transition system (1). 

n n 
6 6 

Thiss r-saturation is given below (2). 

6 r ^ZZrr 6 

V V 

Vr-^ v v 

(1) ) 

(2) ) 

Clearly,, it is not difficult to find an expression for state 9; for example, using 
thee binary Kleene star operator, we express state 9 in (1) as a(a*b), and in (2) 
ass the process term 

aT((ar)*bT). aT((ar)*bT). 

Here,, we shall give another (more complex) expression for this state following 
thee procedure outlined in Section 8. 
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Cor\[aFCor\[aFxxPPÖ](6,0,0)Ö](6,0,0) *—+ Con[Fi/»01(6, 0,0) '-~ Con[PQ](6,0,0) 

| «« , 1 ' 
Con[(aFCon[(aFll+bF+bF22PP0)1(6,0,0)0)1(6,0,0) -*- Con[g](6,0, 5) 

b b 

Con[/»» ö](0, 0,0)  ̂ Con[F2FÖ](6,0,0) 

I''  , 
Con[OK0,0,0)) *  Con[£] (0,0,0) ~ V 

FIGUREE 4. Transition system. 

Wee start with a menu enumeration for pure recursive transition systems over 
{a,{a, b} and with fan-out bounded by two: 

00 for successful termination, 4 for a, a, 

11 for deadlock, 5 fora,b, 

22 forö, 6 for b,b. 

33 forè, 

Forr example, state 6 in transition system (1) has one outgoing a -transition and 
onee outgoing ^-transition; hence it has menu number 5. 

Wee can characterize the transition relation of a particular transition system 
byy a mapping on 3-tuples of naturals as follows: a state s yields the map 

(5,0,0)) h*  (5], 52, 53) 

wheree 53 gives the menu number of state 5, and SJ for j = 1, 2 is the target 
statee associated with source 5 and the jth label of menu 53 if such a transition 
iss present, and otherwise 0. 

Forr example, in the case of transition system (1), we find that the transitions 
aree given by 

(9,0,0)h++ (6,0,2), 

(6,0,0)) H* (6,0,5). 

(Recalll  that 0 is the termination state.) 
Lett P be such that it models the computation of this mapping, that is, if 

(5,, 0, 0) i-> (51, 52,53), then 

Con[Px](s,Con[Px](s, 0, 0) - H » Con[;c](5i, 52, 53). 
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Wee define the menu interpretation process M partly in a graphical manner in 
Figuree 3. The processes Fj in the definition of M are the processes that clean 
upp the registers after the execution of an action; they write the value of the 
newlyy reached state in the first register and empty all the others. In this case 
theyy are given by 

F\F\ = pred'2*  zero2, 

F2F2 = (pred[*zero\)((pred2succ[)*zero2). 

Wee see that the process Fi just empties the second register. The process Fi first 
emptiess the first register and then transfers the contents of the second register to 
thee first register. Observe that the third register, the menu number, has already 
beenn emptied. 

Wee write Q for (MP)*exi^E. Now, state 9 in (2) is expressed by 

T{l -} (Con[flfïPÖ](6,0,0)) ) 

(seee Figure 4), that is, 

99 ^rdso r{l -} (Con[aFi PÖK6, 0, 0)), 

ass the only difference is in the length of r-sequences. 

10.. Verification of a PAR Protocol 

Wee prove the correctness of a Positive Acknowledgement and Retransmission 
(PAR)) protocol [80]. The architecture of the protocol is depicted in Figure 5. 
Wee refer to [81] for an earlier verification in process algebra. 

5 5 

0 0 

3 3 

K K 

L L 

1 1 

2 2 
R R 

FIGUREE 5. Architecture of the protocol. 

Thee sender 5 reads a datum from the environment, and sends this datum, 
accompaniedd by a bit, to the receiver R via channel K. The receiver has just 
onee (thus positive) acknowledgement for the arrival of a frame. The receiver 
sendss its acknowledgements via channel L to S. The channels are unreliable; 
uponn receiving a datum the channel K can do one of three things: it can pass on 
thee datum, it can loose the information but send an error message instead, and it 
cann fail to do anything. The channel L either passes on the acknowledgement, 
orr fails to do anything. A dummy internal action i is added to make the choice 
betweenn these options non-deterministic. 
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TABLEE 10. Specification. 

SSnn = T,d£D rW ' so(dn)  Sdn 
SdnSdn = {timejout  SQ{dn))*rT, 

KK = (EfeF r0(f)  Kf)* 8 

KKff = i-si(f) +  + i 

LL = (r2-(i-s3 + i))*8 

RR = (R0- Ri)*S 

RnRn =  + j:d€D n(d(l - n))  s2)*  ZdeD r\(dn)  s(d)  s2 

Thee sender and the receiver act in response to received data only. This 
posess a problem, because, when one of the channels K and L fails to act upon 
receivingg a message, the system will be waiting for nothing to happen, that is, 
itit  wil l deadlock. To avoid this, a time-out action may occur, that is supposed to 
reactivatee the system if it threatens to deadlock. In [80], this time-out is issued 
byy a timer, that is started by the sender at the moment it sends a frame to K. 
Here,, we model the time-out interruption by placing the system in the scope of 
aa priority operator and giving the time-out action lower priority than any other 
action;; it occurs if no other activity is possible. After a time-out, the sender 
retransmitss the last message. 

Specification.. We assume a finite data set D and a set of frames F = D x 
{0,, 1). The components are specified in Table 10. 

Thee Sk and A* actions, with k < 3, are the send and receive actions over the 
internall  port k. We let y(sk, n) = y(n, Sk) = Ck for k = 2, 3, and 

y(sk(m),y(sk(m), rk{m)) = y(rk(m), sk(m)) = Ck(m) 

forr all messages m and k ~ 0, 1, and y undefined otherwise. The action c2 

modelss the passing of an acknowledgement from R to L. The action C3 is the 
passingg of an acknowledgement from L to S. The time-out action is performed 
onlyy if no other actions are enabled; the partial priority ordering is defined by 

time-outtime-out < a 

forr all actions a other than the time-out action. 
Thee set H consists of all the send and receive actions over the internal ports. 

Thee set I consists of the actions timejout, i, and all the communications. The 
completee system is defined as P = xj (X), where 

XX = e(dH(S\\K\\R\\L)). 
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TABLEE 11. Abbreviations. 

X%X% = [SdOSiS\\Kd0K\\R\\L] 

XXll
dd = [SdoSlS || * | | R\\L) 

XXdd = lSdoSiS\\K\\R1R\\(i-s3 + i)L] 

X^lSjoSiSUKWRxRWL] X^lSjoSiSUKWRxRWL] 

XXdd = [S40SiS\\Kd0K\\RlR\\L] 

YY = [SlS\\K\\RiR\\L] 

77 7 

coWD D 

co(dO) co(dO) 

Y Y 

: : 
co(dl) co(dl) 

i i 

0 0 
d d 

\ . . 
N. . 

,, \ 
timejout timejout 

r(d) r(d) 

FIGUREE 6. Illustration of the process X. 

Verification .. Notation: [_] for 6(dH{-)). We use the abbreviations given in 
Tablee 11. Driving the composed operator 9 o dn inwards we leave out all 
summandss that are blocked by the encapsulation or the priority operator. In 
particularr this means that, in the presence of alternatives, summands starting 
withh a time-out action are renamed to S. The derivation of the linearization 
mayy be found in Table 12. The linearization is illustrated in Figure 6. 

Usingg RSP* we derive from the equations for X derived in Table 12: 

X°X°dd = ({i  • ) + 0 • timeout • co(dO))*i • ci(rfO) • s(d) • c2 • X
2
d, 

XXdd = (i • timejout • c0(d0) • XA
d)*i • c3 • Y, 
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TABL EE 12. Linearization. 

XX = J2deDr(d) '  [S°(d0) '  Sd°SlS "  * "  * "  L ] 

X^X  ̂ = i-[Sd0SlS\\sl(dO)-K\\R\\L] 

++  i.[Sd0SlS\\slU)-K\\R\\L] + i-Xl
d 

==  i • ci(rfO) • [Sd0SiS || K \\s(d) -S2-R\R\\L] 

++  (i-ci(X) + i)-X1
d 

== i • ci(JO) • s(d) • [Sd0SiS\\ K\\s2-R]R II L] 

++ (i.Cl(L) + i)-Xd 

== i - ci(rfO) • *(«/) -C2-XÏ + (i - ci (J.) + o • xd 

XXdd = time-out • [j0WO) • SdoS\S \\ K \\ R \\ L] 

== time-out • co(dO) • Xd 

XXdd = i- [SdoSxS \\K\\RlR\\s3-L] + i-Xd 

== i-c3-Y + i-xd 

XXdd = time-out • [s0(dO) • Sd0SiS \\ K \\ RiR || L] 

== time-out • co(dO) • Xd 

xlxl = i-[Sd0SlS\\sl(dO)-K\\RlR\\L] 

++ i • [Sd0SiS || ) -K\\RiR\\L] + i- X3
d 

== i • ci(dO) • [SdoSiS || K\\s2- R[R\\ L] + (i • c i ( l ) + i) • Xd 

== i • ciido) -C2-XÏ + a • • ) + o • xd 

XXAA
dd = ((i • ci(J_) + i) • time-out • c0(dO))*i • ci(rfO) • c2 . 

Inn a similar way we can derive 

Y%Y% = ((i • ci(_L) + i) • timejout • c0(d\))*i • c\(d\) • s{d) • c2 • YJ, 

YjYj = (i • time-out • c 0 (d l ) • J j ) * i • c3 • X, 

Y$Y$ = ((j - ci(_L) + O • timejout • c0(rfl))*i • ci(rfl) • c2. 

Usingg substitution we eliminate all process abbreviations from the equation 
forr X, yielding terms X' and Y' such that X = X'Y and Y = Y'X. We derive 
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byy pressing the operator T/ inwards and compressing T 'S 

XJ{X')XJ{X') = xi(Y') = J2 r(d) • 7T(r*T)r • s(d) • T((rT(r*r)r)*r)T. 
deD deD 

Usingg axiom OFIR2 we derive that 

TTII {X')=Y,r(d).T-s(d).x. {X')=Y,r(d).T-s(d).x. 
d<=D d<=D 

Sincee P equals 77 (X') • xt {X') • Py we find by RSP* that 

/ >= ( £ r (< / ) . r . j ( < / ) . T ) *S . . 

Remarkk 10.1. In [83], a verification of the Concurrent Alternating Bit Protocol 
(CABP)) with respect to orthogonal bisimulation can be found. This protocol 
hass parallel internal activity; in any state the system can do some internal step. 
Thiss is reflected in the outcome of the verification. The CABP was proved 
rootedd orthogonally bisimilar to the process 

(r**  J2 rW • T ' (**s(d)) • r)*S. 
deD deD 

11.. Conclusions 

Inn this paper we introduced orthogonal bisimulation equivalence and proved a 
numberr of elementary results. In this final section we comment on its position 
inn behavioral semantics. 

Orthogonall bisimulation equivalence admits compression of internal activ
ity,, but is not as abstract as the common behavioral equivalences that deal with 
abstraction.. In particular, it is a finer equivalence than branching bisimilar-
ityy [44]. Van Glabbeek and Weijland, the founders of branching bisimula
tionn equivalence, remark that "we know of no useful operator for which some 
abstractt equivalence in the linear time-branching time spectrum is a congru
ence,, but rooted branching bisimulation is not." [44, p. 594], and provide many 
moree arguments in favor of branching bisimulation equivalence. Furthermore, 
branchingg bisimulation equivalence is argued to be optimal in the following 
sense:: it is the coarsest behavioral equivalence that respects the branching 
structuree of processes3, and it is the finest congruence possible for a common 
repertoiree of process algebra operators (supporting the interleaving hypothesis) 
thatt is abstract in the sense that it satisfies at least axx = ax (cf. [40, 44]). 

Too the best of our knowledge, orthogonal bisimilarity is the first behavioral 
semanticss that is a congruence for the priority operator, and that takes the nature 
off abstraction into account (up to compression). In comparison with branching 

'Thiss notion is formally defined in [41]. 
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bisimulationn equivalence, a typical property of orthogonal bisimulation equiv-
alencee is that it refutes the axiom xr = x (or axx = ax in a setting with only 
actionn prefix), while it validates the weakened version xzx = xr. This prop-
ertyy simply represents another perspective on silent activity, acknowledging its 
presence,, but not its structure. An immediate consequence of xr = x not being 
soundd is that divergence is preserved more often than in branching bisimilar-
ity.. This may play a role in the area of protocol specification and verification, 
wheree r -cycles usually result from the abstraction of the occurrence and recov-
eryy of an undesirable event, and fairness is assumed. In Section 10 it is shown 
thatt such events in our modelling of the PAR protocol can indeed be discarded 
afterr abstraction, as all exits of the occurring r -cycles happen to start with a 
r-step.. However, this is not always the case in the daily practice of protocol 
specificationn in process algebra (cf. Remark 10.1). For this reason, the diver-
gencee sensitive variant of orthogonal bisimulation equivalence is distinguished 
(whichh simply never discards r -cycles while it respects the branching structure 
off  a process in the same sense). 

Inn this paper, we attempted to show that orthogonal bisimulation equiva-
lencee is a refinement of branching bisimulation equivalence that is interesting 
inn its own right. Although it is not an 'abstract equivalence' in the sense de-
scribedd above, it certainly provides another look at abstraction in process al-
gebra,, and may be of use in situations where compression or priorities play a 
role. . 

FutureFuture Work. We did not yet analyze the complexity of (divergence sensi-
tive)) orthogonal bisimilarity in finite state transition systems. Furthermore, the 
'branchingg structure of a process' as defined in [41] depends on a notion of 
observableobservable content of the traces of that process; it might well be that the "com-
pressionn content" of traces, that is, the traces of the process from which all 
secondd and consecutive r's are removed, leads to a characterization of orthog-
onall  bisimilarity along the same lines as in [41]. Finally, 'orthogonal versions' 
forr other behavioral semantics still have to be formulated, characterized and 
interrelated.. For example, how should orthogonal ready equivalence or failure 
equivalencee be defined, and is it a congruence for process algebra with pri-
orities?? We note that it does not make sense to consider orthogonal versions 
off  behavioral equivalences that identify more than ready trace or failure trace 
equivalence:: it is well-known (see, for example, [11]) that the priority operator 
iss not compatible with failure or ready semantics.4 

4Supposee A = {a, b, c, d, e, ƒ}  and ƒ < b < d and P = a{bc + d) + a(be + ƒ), Q = 
a(bea(be + d)+ a(bc + ƒ), then P =R Q (so P =F Q\ but 6{P) F̂ 9(Q). 
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12.. Appendix: Congruence Proofs 

Wee prove that rooted orthogonal bisimilarity is a congruence relation with re-
spectt to all operators of ACP^*. The proof is both straightforward and elab-
orate.. Consider the transition system of closed ACP^*(A, y) terms for some 
arbitraryy A and y. We let t, u, v, w range over closed process terms and x, v, z 
rangee over states (the state set consists of the closed terms and the termination 
statee vO-

Twoo useful properties of orthogonal bisimulations: if R is an orthogonal 
bisimulationn with xRy, then x = -J if, and only if, y = </, and, for a e AT, 
xx—•—• if, and only if, v-^>. 

Considerr (for i = 1,2) process terms f, and w, such that U ro w,. We 
provee that t\ o t2 ra "l o «2 for all o <= {•, ||, []_, |}, and that t(*i) **ro t (" i ) 
forr all f € {dn, Ti, 9} with arbitrary I, H £ A and priority ordering < on AT. 
Afterr this proof, we give a separate proof for the alternative composition. 

Theree is an orthogonal bisimulation Rit that is rooted between tj and w, (for 
ii  = 1, 2). Let R = Ri U R2 U R', where R' is defined as follows. 

R'R' = (t(t o v, u o w), (Ut), t(«)) 
( / ,M)€/?!\{(V,V0}, , 
(v,w)eR(v,w)eR22\{(J,J)}\{(J,J)}t t 

oo €{ - , | | , U_,|}, fe{dH,n,e} 

Wee show that R is an orthogonal bisimulation that satisfies the appropriate root 
conditions. . 

Thee Set R is Symmetric. Take any (x, y) e R. If, for i = 1,2, (x, y) e /?,, 
thenn also (y, x) € R, since /?,- is symmetric. If (x, y) e R', then we make the 
followingg case distinction. 

•• If* = tov andy = uow for some o, then t R\u and vR2w by definition 
off ƒ?'. Since Z?i and R2 are symmetric, we find that uR\t and wR2v. 
Hence,, by definition of R', it follows that (y, x) e R. 

•• If x = t ( 0 for some f, then use the definition of R' and the symmetry of 
* i . . 

Concretee Action Steps. Take any (x, y) e R' and assume that x -  ̂ x' for 
somee a and JC' with a ^ r. We have to show that y -A- y' for some y' with 
x'Ry'.x'Ry'. We make a case distinction on the form of x. 

•• If x = t • v, then, by definition of R', y = u • w such that tR\u and t; 7?2u;. 
Wee see that either t -A- ^/ and x' — v, or / —*• t' and x' = t' • u. In the 
firstt case also u -A> y/ since f/fi«. Hence y -^> tu. Since vR2w, also 
u/?iy,, qed. In the second case, we find that u - % «' for some u' with 
t'R\u'.t'R\u'. Then y -% w' • w. We get t' • vRu' • w using the definition of R'. 
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•• If x = t || v, then, by definition of R', y = it \\ w such that tR\u and 
vRjw.vRjw. We distinguish 8 possibilities: 

(i)) t - A y/ and x' = v. In this case also u - A J, and hence y —> w, 
qed. . 

(ii )) / - A t' and x' = t' \\ v. In this case u - A u' with t'R\u'. Then 

jj  - A w' 11 w. Using the definition of R', we get JC'/?W' 11 W. 

(iii )) u —> y/ and JC' = t. Like case (i). 

(iv)) v - A t>' and JC' = f || i/. Like case (ii) . 

(v)) t —• ^/ and v - A V ^ d K^, c) = a and JC' = V- In t m s case> w e 

havee u —> y/ and w - A V- Hence v —> y/. It holds that yjRyf, 

sincee V^i V ( a n d >/^2v0-

(vi)) r —• /' and u -A- y/ and y (&, C)) = a and JC' = t'. Straightforward, 

(vii)) t —> y/ and v - A 1 / and y (&, c) = a and JC' = v'. Straightforward. 
(viii)) t —• t' and v - A 1/ and y(&, c) = a and JC' = f' || v'. Straightfor

ward. . 
•• If x = t y_ v, then, by definition of /?', y = u []_ w such that tR\u and 

VR2W.VR2W. We distinguish 2 possibilities: 
(i)) t - A ^/ and x' = v. In this case also u - A ,/ , and hence 3; —> w, 

qed. . 
(ii)) t - A t' and JC' = f' || v. In this case u - A «' with r'/?iw'. Then 

yy - A M' 11 w. Using the definition of R', we get x'Ru' \ \ w. 
•• If x = t \ v, then, by definition of R', y = u \ w such that tR\ u and VR2W. 

Wee distinguish 4 possibilities: 

(i)) t —> y/ and v - A ^ and y (fc, c) = a and JC' = , / . In this case we 
havee u —> y/ and w - A y/. Hence y - A ,/. It holds that y/Ry/, 
sincee y/Riy/ (and y/Riyf). 

(ii)) f —• f' and u - A </ and y(b, c) = a and x' = f'. Straightforward. 

(iii)) t -—> y/ and v - A 1/ and y (/?, c) = a and x' = v'. Straightforward. 

(iv)) t —• t' and v - A 1/ and y(b, c) = a and x' = t' \\ v'. Straightfor
ward. . 

•• If x = dn(t), then, by definition of R', y = 9#(w) such that tR\u. If 
x'x' = y/, then t - A ^/ and a # H. Then also u - A ^ and y - A ^ , qed. 
Iff JC' ^ yj, then JC' = 3//(f/), for some t' with r - A f' and 0 ^ H. Then 
MM - A w' for some u' with f'tfiw7. So y - A 3H{U'). Using the definition 
of/?',wegetatf(f')tfa//("')--

•• If x = T; (0, then we proceed as in the previous case. 
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•• If x = G(t), then, by definition of R', y = 6(u) such that tRYu. If 
x'x' = ^/, then t —> J and there is no b > a with /—> . Since tR\u, also 
uu —> yf and there is no b > a with u—>. Hence y -^» ^/. 

Iff x' = j , then x' = 0(tf), for some t' with t -  ̂ t' and t does not 
havee a fc-step with b > A. It follows from f/?i w, that u - % M' for some u' 
withh ?'/?!«' and « does not have a &-step with b > a. Hence y - % 0(«') 
andjt'tf'^M'). . 

Silentt  Steps. Take any (x, y) e R' and assume that x -  ̂ x' for some x'. 
Wee have to show that y—z-+  and that, for some n > 0, there are y* such that 
yoo • • y« in x-paths{y) and x'/?y„ and jc/fy* for all i < n. 

Wee make a case distinction on the form of x. 

•• lfx=t-v, then, by definition of R', y = u • w such that t R\u and vR2W. 
Wee see that either / —̂ » J and x' = v, or t -—> t' and x' = t' • v. In 
thee first case, since tR\u, u-^- and hence y-^>. Furthermore, for some 
nn > 0, there are w, such that UQ- • -un in x-paths(u) and un = J and 
f/fiw,-- for all / < n. Then (uo • w) • - • (w„_i • w)w in x-paths{y). We 
havee x'Riw, and x/?'w, • u; for i < n by definition of /?'. 

Inn the second case, we find that, since tR\u, u-^ and hence y-^>. 
Furthermore,, for some n > 0, there are states w; such that «o • • • "n in 
r-paths(u)r-paths(u) and /'/?!«„ and //?i«, for all i < n. Then (iin • u>) • • • (w„ • w) 
inn x-paths(y). We have x'/?2«n • u>, and X/?'M( • w for i < w by definition 
of/?'. . 

•• If x = t || u, then, by definition of R', y = u \\ w such that tR[U and 
VR2W.VR2W. We distinguish 4 possibilities: 

(i)) t —> *J and x' = v. In this case u—z-+ and hence y—%•. Fur
thermore,, for some « > 0, there are w, such that UQ •• • un in 
r-paths(u)r-paths(u) and M„ = y and f/?i«, for all i < n. Then also 
(«oo II w) • • • ("«-i II u;)u; in r-paths(y), and, by definition of /?', 
x/?'w,, || w for all i < /z. 

(ii)) t —> t' and x' = t' \ \ v. In this case u-^+ and hence y —T-+. Further
more,, for some n > 0, there are M, such that MO • • • un in x-paths(u) 
andd /'/?iw„ and //?i«, for all i' < n. Then also (no 11 w) •••("„ 11 w) 
inn x-paths(y), and, by definition of /?', jc/e'u/ || w, for all / < n, 
andx'R'unn \\ w. 

(iii)) v —• V and x' = t. Like case (i). 
(iv)) v -A- u' and x' = r 11 v'. Like case (ii). 

•• lfx=t\\_v, then, by definition of R', y = u []_ w such that f^iw and 
vR2W.vR2W. We distinguish 2 possibilities: 

(i)) t —> J and x' = v. In this case u-^+ and hence y - ^ . Fur
thermore,, for some n > 0, there are M( such that wo • • w« in 
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x-paths(u)x-paths(u) and un = J and tR\Ui for all i < n. Then also 
(uoW_w)(ui\\w)'"(uoW_w)(ui\\w)'" (M„- I 11 w)w in x-paths(y), and, by definition 
off  R\ xR'ui || w for all 0 < i < n. 

(ii )) t - U f' and JC' = f' || v. In this case M - U and hence y—•. 
Furthermore,, for some n > 0, there are u(- such that «o • • • "n 
inn x-paths(u) and f'/?iw„ and tR\Ui for all i < n. Then also 
(MOO U_ W)(«I II «;)•*• (M„ 11 w) in x-paths(y), and, by definition 
off R',xR'ui || w, for all 0 < i < n, and jr'/?'u„ || w. 

•• If x = t | v, then * cannot have an outgoing T-step. 
•• If x = dn(t), then, by definition of R', y = dH(u) such that tR\u. We 

seee that t —l-+  and hence u—• and y—>. 
Iff x' = *J, then f - A V- Furthermore, for some n > 0, there are u,-

suchh that wo • • •"« in x-paths(u) and un = *J and f/?iw, for all i < n. 
Thenn also 3H(UQ) • • • 3//(wn-i)V in x-paths(y) and xR'Bnim) for all 
ii  < n. 

Iff JC' ^ V, then x' = dH(t'), for some t' with f - A t'. Furthermore, 
forr some n > 0, there are u,- such that UQ • • • «„ in x-paths(u) and f'/?i un 

andd f#iu, for all i < n. Then also dH(UQ) • • • 9H(KI») in x-paths(y) and 
x'R'dx'R'dHH(u(unn)) and xR'dH(ui) for all i < n. 

•• If * = r/(f). then, by definition of R', y = T/(w) such that tR\u. We 
distinguishh 4 possibilities: 

(i)) f - ^ V a n d x' — V- W e s e e m a t " - ^ and hence y - ^ . Fur
thermore,, for some n > 0, there are w, such that UQ •• • un in 
x-paths(u)x-paths(u) and «„ = J and f/?i«i for all i < n. Then also 
T/(MO)) • • • */(ii«_i)i/ in x-paths{y) and xR'xi(ut) for all i < n. 

(ii)) f-^>f' and x' = T/ (f')• We see that u - A and hence y - ^ . Further
more,, for some n > 0, there are «,- such that UQ • • • un in x-paths(u) 
andd f'/?iw„ and f 7?IM, for all i < n. Then also t/ (UQ) • • • T/ (un) in 
x-paths(y)x-paths(y) a.ndx'R'x[(un) and xR'xi(ui) for all i < n. 

(iii)) r -A- y and a e I and JC' = «ƒ m this case, M - A ^/ and hence 

(iv)) t - A f' and a e / and x' = T/(f'). In this case, u - A u' for 
somee w' with t'R\u'. Soy-^xi (ur). By definition of R', we have 
x'R'tjiu'). x'R'tjiu'). 

•• If x = 9(t), then, by definition of R', y = 9(u) such that tR\u. 
Iff x' = sj, then t —r-+ J, and there is no a > x with r - A . Since 

r/?tw,, we have that for some n > 0, there are M, such that «o • • • un in 
x-paths(u),x-paths(u), un = V, and r/?iw,- for / < n. Since, for i < n, tR\Ui, it 
followss that there is no a > x with H , - ^> . Hence 6(UQ) ... B(un-\)un in 
x-paths(y).x-paths(y). We have that XR6(UJ) by definition of R'. 
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Iff  x' ^ y/, then t -^> t' for some t' with x' = 0(f'), and there is no 
aa > T with r-^>. Since //?i«, we have that for some « > 0, there are w, 
suchh that wo • • • u„  in x-paths{u), t'R\un, and f /?IM, for * < «. So M - U 
andd hence y-^>. Since, for i < n, f/?IM,, we find that there is no a > r 
withh M,-^>. Hence ö (« 0 ) . . . 0(M„) in T-paths(y). We have that xRBim) 
andd x'R9(un) by definition of /?'. 

Rootedness.. We have to show that R is rooted between t\ o t2 and u i o u2, and 
betweenn t(*i) and t (" i ) , for all o € {•, ||, []_, |} and f € {dH, n,B}. 

•• Sequential composition. Assume that t\ • t2 - A x. We distinguish two 
possibilities: : 

(i)) t\ —• *J and x = t2. Since R\ is rooted between fi and u\, it 
followss that «i -^» ^ and hence wi • «2 -^> «2, qed. 

(ii)) fi —> f J and * = t J • f2 • Since R\ is rooted between t\ and «i, 
theree must be some u\ with «i -^ u[ and r{/?iMj. We see that 
u\u\ • u2 —• Mj • «2 and xRu\ • u2, qed. 

Silentt steps of «1 • «2 are treated symmetrically. 
•• Merge. Assume that t\ || t2 - ^ x. We distinguish 4 possibilities: 

(i)) 'i —• \ / and x = t2. Since R\ is rooted between fi and u\, it 
followss that wi —• ^/ and hence u\ || «2 —̂> «2» qed. 

(ii)) t\ —> t[ and x = t[ || t2. Since /?i is rooted between t\ and u\, 

theree must be some u\ with «i - U M̂  and t[R\u'v We see that 

«11 II "2 —• "1 II "2 andx/?«j || «2» qed. 

(iii)) t2 -^> V and x = t\. Like case (i). 

(iv)) r2 ~^> fj a n d * = ' 1 I' f 2 - L i k : e c a s e (")• 
Silentt steps of u\ || «2 are treated symmetrically. 

•• Left merge. Assume that t\ \\_ t2 - ^ x. We distinguish 2 possibilities: 
(i)) t\ —> y/ and x = t2. Since R\ is rooted between t\ and MI, it 

followss that MI —• yj and hence MI []_ M2 - ^ M2, qed. 
(ii)) fj —• f J and JC = 'J I11- Since R\ is rooted between t\ and ui, 

theree must be some u\ with MI -^ U\ and fJ/ïiMj. We see that 

«ii LL "2 - ^ "i II «2 andoc/fM'j || M2, qed. 
Silentt steps of MI \\_ u2 are treated symmetrically. 

•• Communication merge. No r-steps. 
•• Encapsulation. Assume that BH (h) -A- x. We distinguish 2 possibilities: 

(i)) f 1 —• V and x = J. Since 7?i is rooted between f 1 and u \, it 
followss that M 1 - ^ y/ and hence 3// (M 1) - A j , qed. 
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(ii )) t\ -U- t[  and JC = 3//(rJ). Since Ri is rooted between t\ and «1, 
theree must be some u\ with u\ -A- u\ and t[R\u\. We see that 
ddHH((UlUl)) - U dH(u[) mdxRdH(u\),qed. 

Silentt steps of 9//(wi) are treated symmetrically. 
•• Hiding. Assume that xiit\) - U x. We distinguish 4 possibilities: 

(i)) t\ —> *J and x = y/. Since /?i is rooted between t\ and u\, we 

havee that wi - ^ y and hence T/ (M I ) —• V' qed-
(ii)) fi - ^ f J and JC = r/(rj). Since 7?i is rooted between t\ and «i, 

theree must be some u\ with u\ —> u\ and fJ/ïiMj. We see that 

T/(MI)) -^* r/(Wj) andjf/?r/(M]),qed. 

(iii)) fi -A- V and a € / and JC = J. From fi/?i«i it follows that 

uu i - % -J and hence T/ (W I ) —>  ->/, <&&• 
(iv)) /i -% f J and a € / and x = r/(f[). Since ri /?i«i, there must be 

somee II J with « ] -%» ' , and f J R[u\. We see that T/ (U I ) - ^ r/ (U\ ) 
andd jci?T/(i/',), qed. 

Silentt steps of r/(wj) are treated symmetrically. 
•• Priority. Assume that 6(t\) - A JC. If x = *J, then it must be that t\ -A- V 

andd there is no a > r with ri -% . Since fi Kj«i, we find that there is no 
aa > T with K I - ^ * . Since 7?i is rooted between t\ and «i, it holds that 

«ll - ^ V-
Iff JC # y , then it must be that t\ - U f J for some t[ with * = 0(fj), 

andd there is no a > r with fi-^». Since t\R\u\, there is no a > T with 
M!-^>.. Since R\ is rooted between t\ and «i, it must be that u\ —> u\ 
forr some u\ with fJ/fiMp By definition of R', we find that xR9(u\). 

Silentt steps of 9(u \) are treated symmetrically. 

Alternativ ee Composition. We prove that ro is a congruence with respect to 
alternativee composition. We give a separate proof for this operator, because, 
contraryy to the other operators, we have to use the root condition explicitly. 

Wee show that the relation 

RR = Ri U/e2U{(fi +f2.wi +"2) , ("i +"2,*l +'2)} 

iss an orthogonal bisimulation that is rooted between t\ +t2 and u \ +W2- Clearly, 
RR is symmetric. 

•• If t\ + tj - ^ t for some a and r with a ^ T, it must be that f, —• / for 
somee i € {1,2}. It follows from f,-/?,•»,• that w, -^> « for some u with 
f/?,-II.. Then also MI + «2 -^> " and f/?w. 
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•• If t\ +12 - A t for some t, then it must be that /,- - A f for some i € {1, 2}. 
Sincee /?, is rooted between r, and «,, we have «, - ^ w for some u with 
r/?jM.. Then also u\ + «2 ~ * " and f #«. 

Stepss of u\ + «2 are treated symmetrically. The second case shows that R is 
rootedd between t\ + ^ and «1 + uj. 




